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HIGH-SPEED WIND-TUNNi!Z TESTS Or THM

. . .. .
lffiijA2301i3-kMD 23012=64 AIRFOILS - ‘- ‘-

By John V. Becker

,. . . SUMMARY “.

Force teste of the IIACA 23012 and 23012-64 airfoils
of 24-inch cherd were made in the 8-foot high-speed wind
tunnel at Mach numbers ranging from 0.10 to 0.75. sup-
plementary teata of a 5-inch-chord XACA 23012 airfoil were
made In the 24-inch high-speed tunnel to obtain pltching-
momqnt data at higher loadings than could be attained with
the 8-foot t’annel models.

. The results, which were corrected as far ae poesible
far tunnel-wall effects, show tho variation with. Mach num-
b=r of l:ft, drag, and Fitching-moment coefficients at
an~ies of attack from -~o to ,60. At positive lifts the
YA”CA 23012-64 airfoil had slightly higher critical speeds
than the EACA 23012 airfoil. At the higher angles of at-
tack ia the enperc~itlcal speed regton, large increases
ia the mag~itude OS the ~ttchirig-noment coefficient oc-
curred.

IXT3.ODVC’ZICY

Force tests of 24-~nch-chord NACA 23012 and 23012-64
airfoils ware made in the 8-foot” high-speed wind tunnel
in 1?37. The res’alts were not published owing to a lack
of knowledge of the tunnel-wall interference effects on
large models extending through the tunnel walls. Since
that time a eeparate investigation (unpublished) has indi-
cated the nature of these effects and has established cor-
rections for some of them. Although all corrections af-
fecting the abeolate magnitude of the results are not
known,. the cor~ectione that vary with speed are belleved
to be fairly well understood. The corrected results may
therefore be considered adequate for indicating the prin-
cipal effects of compressibility. In view of numeroue
requests for compressibility-e$fect data on the 19ACA 230
series of airfoils, it ‘has been decided to issue these
partly corrected results with a clear statement of their
llmltatlons.
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In order to obtain data applicable to the high-speed
dive pull-out condition it was necessary to make supple-
mentary tests “on a 5-inch-chord ITACA 23012 sirfoil in the
24-inch high- epeed wind tunnel. !!!hesetests were made in :
1340.

.

APPA.3ATUS

The 8-foot and the 24-inch high-speed wind tunnels
are described in references 1 a~6 2, respectively.

A description” of the IIACA 230 series of airfoil sec-
t50ns is given in reference 3. The proTile ordinates of
the lVACA 23012 aad 23012-64 sections are shown in table I.

Tfie 24-tnch--- .nord models were constructed of wood
and she~thed with l/16-i~ch”steel”Flate to prevent erosion
at high s~ef3ds. The I?ACA 23012 ai:foil was’ completely
cavere?. with the metal Flate. The FACA”23012-04 airfoil
was co=rered o~er OSIF tke forward 31 Fercent; the remain-
ing surface vas sFra3-:ai~teti. Tie surfaces were mede
ae~odynamicall: saooth.. It.WRS i~~ossihle, hovever, to
eliminate sligkt waves in the metal sheathing at the
points of attachment to the wood. It 5s alsa considered
possible that the spanwtse wood-metal junctures on the
lI~CA 23012-54 model may have sFruag slightly at the higher
loadings. This m~tkod of airfoil constructio~ has bees
found ta he ge~erally unsatisfactory.

The 5-inch-cnord XACA”23012 model tested in the 24-
Inck tunnel was made fro~ solid duralumin and was both
aerodyn~.micall~ szooth and fair.

In both wind tunnels the models completely spanned
the jet and passed through the walls”to the balance at-
tachments (fig. 1). Tne gap betreen the ~odels and the
wall was cot uniform and va.ried”siightly with angls of
attack. .Lve:age 7a?ues for the ~idth of the gaF are 3/16
inch an: 7:’61 ir.ch for t-he %foot and the 24-inch tnnnels,
res~ecti~ely. As 8LOF3 in figure l,the 8-foot tuanel has
flat s-~rface~ on et:ker s!de. Flat circular rotatizg end
plates ettaztied to tke .tuZnel Tallb move with the airfoil
wh~n tn~ e~gle of- attack is changad. In the 24-inch
tunnel, flexi.~le brass end plates that Freserve the cir-
cular section of. the tunnel”w”ere used.” “
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The” tests consisted of the measurement of lift , drag,
and pitching moment. At constant angles of attack (a)r-In the s-peed was Increased as far as possible, the highest

y speed ““attained at a given angle being limited either by
A the maximum allowable load (in the case of the models of

- ~+inc?i chord) or by the maximum attainable tunnel speed.
Angles of attack ranging from -4° to 6° were covered.
Trie 24-inch-chord models were also tested through the
stall at “bpeeds ranging fro~ 75 to 1?0 miles per hour to

.-permit comparison with vartable-density-tunnel reavlts
obttilnea”at the same test Reynolds numbers.

A8 a check of the critical speed indicated by the
force test at a = 00, the variation with Mach number of
the totel pressure at a point 1/S inch above the surface
at the 75-percent-chord station of the 5-inch-chord model
was measured.

TUXN3L-WALL EF1’EC!tS

Couetr~.ction effect.---.—. -— The use of ~odels of large.-— -- ——.
efze relative to tke tunnel diameter results in a jet
velocity at tke airfoil ~ppreciably higher than would
exist if the flow were not restrained by t-ne tunnel wallB.
The magnitude of this effect wae determined in a ae~arate
investigation of tunnel-wall effects on XACA 0012 airfoils
in the 6-foot tunnel by comparing the ciiordwise statlc-
presaure distribution with the distribution given by po-
tentiai theor~, which had been verified in tests In the
full-scale tunnel. In additton, a spanwise tatatic-pressure
survey at the 10-Eercent-chord location was made at various
lift coefflciente. It was found tha”t, within the limits of
accuracy required for engineering purpoees, the wing could
be aseumed to be operating ID a uniform air stream with a
velocity greater than that “indicated by the stan~ard tunnel
calibration, . .

At low Mach” numbers the magnitude of this constriction
effect agreed satisfactorily with the results conputed by
Glauert (reference 4) for incompressible flow. The- effect
increaees with Mach number. The air speed, V, the Mach
number, M, the Reynolds number, R, and the dynamic
pressure, obtained from the standard tunnel calibra-
tion in theq~resent teste were correoted by use of the
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factora determined from tLe %eeta of the lhloA 0012 alr-
folle. The force and the pitching-moment coefficients
employed in presenting the results are based on the cor-

rected dynamic pressure, +-p Va, where the values of p

and V are corrected for the constriction effect.

Induced curvature of the flow.- As a further conse-—.—. .— ———
quence of the employment of airfoils of large ratio of
the airfoil chord to the averege depth of the tunnel,
c/h, It is shown in referenc6”4 tfiat the lift and the
pitching-moment coefficients are differe~t from the cor-
responding values for unrestricted two-dimensional flow.
This effect results from an induced cnrvature of the flow.
The validity of the theoretical correction factors der!ved
in reference 4 was satisfactorily established by the pre-
viously mentioned unpw’blished ttianel-wall-effect investiga-
tion in the 6-feat hi@-speed t-anael b~ comaaring the re-
sults obtained on i5-tnch-chord azd’the 60-inch-chord NACA
0012 airfoiis. The correction to the lift. is given by

where
CL

is the lift coefficient and the subscriFt t

refers to tucael values. The pitcki~g-~oment correction
is obtained from

Ehe results presented in this report have been corrected
accordizg to tkes.e relatiocs.

End lea”~ege e?fects.- The force-test resvlts correct---.—--- ——.—
ed for tke cozstrictio.+ aEd the induced-curvature effects
would be expected to exk$bit izfl~ite-aspect-rat io or qec-
tion caaracteristlc~ were it cot for tune interference
effects at eltLer aide of the model that result xmirly
from the lea-kage o? air through the clearance sFace be-
tween t“~e model and the tunnel wall... In order to indicate
the approximate magnitude ot”tkese effectO, the results of
the NACA 23012 airfoil for M = 0.23 are qompared in fig-
‘are 2 with corrected section .characterist ~cs o.btalned from
tests in the variable-deasity tunnel (referehce 5) at
about the same test Eeysolds im~ber. T~e. low-$peed section
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1 if.~ and” tlis pit thing-Wome~t coefficient s of the variable-
dansi~y:turmei were multiplied by the factor (1 - Ma)-+
(see rs-fsrefice-2) ~to obtaii results appropriate to the
Mach aumber at which the 11-d’obthigh-speed tunnel tests.
“weke run..” The value of this factor was 1.027, corres~ond~

R “I= to the Mach number” 0,23 of tjhe high-speed tunnei tests..
~ . ..
Q It is e~ident f:rom:fig-ure 2, that the li?t and the

pitching-moment .valu~s.are Inappr.ecisbly affected by the
end-leakage effects at aagles of attack below 80. The
drag, ”hou.ever.,-wBB greatly Increased. At angles of attack
higher than 8° an ~bruFt breakdown of the flex occurred,
apparently” aO a reeult of tbe end leakage. This e~.feet
was f.ouad to occur at an acgle of attamk of 8° for varione

“Mach nuinb~re ranging from 0.10 to 0.23, the highest speed
at which angles graater than 8° were attained. Similar
results rere obtained wltli the I?ACA 2s012-64 “airfoil. On
account o-f the large magnitude of this eSfect aEd the lack
of un~er”etanding of t.ke f’a~tor6 involved, the data presented
In this tie~ort extend only to an angle nf attack of 6.0. In
this. range tlia corrected lift and the pitch%ng-momsnt val-
ues may be ti-kem”as approximate section characteristics,
but the drag coefficient~ include large unknown lncreme~ts
due to end” interfergiice. - . .

. .

The irvestigaticn of tunnei-wall effect of the FACA
C~12 alrfo$l includetl.a n~imler “of!runs through the speed
range with varioue” ezd-ga? clearance. It was found that,
although the absolute magn!tude,of the drag coafflcient
iacreaBed”wlth gas size, tke variation with Mach number
~ae eeaentlally.the same fop all gap eizes. It zay be
ase-lmea, therefore, +lia*.tL@ reeults for any gap size ~re
useful in sho~l~g changes with Mech numker of the drag
COeffiCle?ltm . . .

. ..-

. . ..

:Qrag.~ Tlxe.variation tilth Mach number of..the drag .
&oefficlent6 obtained with the 2+inch-chord mod-16” is

...Shown”in fi~re 3. . The cause of the Larg”e drag lncrea6es
at t-ne higher Mach numbere Is due to th”e formation of. a
compression ehoclc at. critical air epead6 at which the ve-
locity of sound .ia attained locally. on” the air$oil. De-
tailed-discnsaion of .this.phenomenon le g-iven fln reference

“ 2. BriefIF, the c.ritioal air speed .1s dependent on” any
factor that affects the ~eak.lo.cal velocity, particularly
the aagle of attack, the thickness, the thickness dlstribu-
tlon, and the camber.
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The ?JACA 23012-64 airfotl. (fig. 3.{b)) was inciuded
in this Investigation an the basis of previous tests of
symmetrical airfoils (seference 6) , which indicated that
the 40-percent-chord locatioa of the maxlmu~thickness
station ree-alted in a ntgher crit:cal speed than the other
distributions tested. A more rational method of predic-
tion of crittcal speed characteristics based on static-
press-~re.-distribut ion Eata is &isc~esed in refereace 7.
Some increase in critical speed over the liACA 230i2 air-
foil is indicated for the lGACA 23012-64 airfoil at+ posi-
tive” lifts. At neg”ative lifts , however~ the NACA 23012~64
airfoil develops highe: local velocities near .tha nose on
the lower surface than tke YACA ~3012 a~d should, therefore,
have the lower critical speed. The critical speeds esti-
mated frou reference 7 are indicated in figure 3 by arrow-
heads. It is seen that the Xach numbers at which the drag
coefficients begin t.o increase rapidly agree reasonably
well with the preiiictlous based on the Fressure-distribut ion
data. The critical syee~s indicated by ths 5-inch-chord
force-test results (not shown) agreed satisfactorily with
the 24-inch-chord remits. !Vhe.totel-?ressure tube locat-
ed at the 75-percezt-chord station of the NACA 23012 air-
foil showed raFldly increasing losses at Mach numbers above
0.645. The critical Mach n-~mber predicted from the stattc-
pressure data at u = 0° was 0.36.

The variati~n with Mach number of the drag coefficient
at subcritical speeds Is a consequence of both scale and
compreseibtlity effects. On smooth models in air streams
of low turbulence such as that of the 8-foot high-speed
wind tuunel, the variation with Reynolds number of the
locatio~ of “ooundary-layer transition is an important fec-
tor in determining the scale effect and should be consid-
ered in any ntte<.t to isol~te the compressibility effect
at subcritical speeds. I?ata on ths transition-point loca-
tions on both surfaces of the lUACA 23012 airfoil in the
8-foot high-speed tunnel are available in reference 8.

L:ft.- The.rariatlon with Mach nuaber of the lift
coeff~~=nts obtained in the 8-foot high-speed tunnel is
shown in figure 4. Ths rate cf increase with kach number
at subcritical speeds was somewhat greater than the factor

(~ & M2)-* usually used to esti~ate the Increase. Thi S

factor strictly applies onl~ to ai~folls of very small
thickness-chord ratios and would be expected.to underesti-
mate tke actual rate of lift Increaee on 12-percent-thick
airfoiis. The rate o? increase of lift coefficient with
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Mach number shown in references 2 and 6 for 5-inch and 2-
.$pch-chord models we.s less than noted in the present tests. .-- ... . .... . .-
and more nearly agreed with the (1 ~ Ma)

_*. ----- ~heee

factor.
dlf’ferencea may be attributable to the fact that the
Reznolds numbers in the present Investigation were much

; greater than In the reference tetate,
1

The changes In lift ooefflcient that occur at super-
critlcal epeeds depend on “the lo”cation and the intensity
of the compression-shock. Either an Increase or a de-
creaOe in llft coefflci”ent, corresponding to formation of
the shock on the lower or the upper surfaces, might be
expected. At small angles of. attack where shocks form on
both upper and lower surfaces at about the same Mach num-
ber, no appreciable lift changeta might be anticipated.”
This situation evidently existed for the airfoils tested
at 00 and -1° angle of attack (fig. 4). At the higher
angles of attack the shock forms near the nose oa the
upper surface and a 10BS of lift coefficient (fig. 4(a) ,
a= 6°) is usually noted. (See reference 2 aEd 7.) The
decreaaem in.lift coefficient generally start to occur at
Mach n’~mbers abo-at 0.05 to 0.10 beyond the estimated crit-
ical 0Fe9d0. The lift-coefficient decrease8, In most
caOe~, are not large enough to cause actual decreeae~ in
lift with Increasing speed. Changes in lift distribntlon
across the wing epsz due to possible variations in criti-
cal speed along the span shovld, however, be considered
in str-acturai design.

pitchin~ moment.- The YACL 23012 p~tching-moment co---- —-
efficlezts 03talned in both wind tunnels are showc in fig-
ure 5(a). Z’or the angles of attack at which direct com-
parison is Fossl_ole (0° and 40), a satisfactory egreement
between the results for the two turnelta will be noted.
The HACA 23012-64 results are glveE in figure 5(b).

The variation in pitching-moment coefficient at sub-
critical speeds ma~ negligibly small for these low-moment
airfoils.

Changes in pltchiag-momerit coefficient occurring at
supercrltlcal speeds are governed by the same factors
that affect the lift, that ts, the location and the inten-
sity of t-he compression shock. At the higher angles of
attack, large increases In the negative value of the
pitching-moment coefficient occurred. These increamed
pitching-mo~ent coe$ficient~ could be realized in fllght
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in puli-outs. from high-speed
for In the etrtctural design

.“

The critical

dives and Should be accounted
of purstit. aircraft..

.. ..

REM~3K”S . ,....

O~eedO at which large t~creases In drag
coefficient occurra~ we-e sltghtly higher for the. NACA
23012=54 airfoil tha~ for the FAC~ 23012 airfoil, when
comparsd “either gt a gives a=gle of attaclc or at a given
lift coefficient in the positive lift regla”n. At zero -
and negative lifts, tke NACA 23012 airfoil “aas the higher
critical speeds. The indicated crtt%cal apeedB.were la
fair”agreemeat with those predicted, frou.the theoretical

“ pressure peak”s. ..

At the highe~ engles of attack In the supercritical
re~ion (conditions” corresponding to a sharp pull-out from
a hlgll-s~ee~ dive) , large. tncretises In the pitohlng-
momcnt coefficient and a decrqase. i= lift” coefficient
occxrred, ... . . ..-

. . ..
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TABLE I - AIRFOIL ORDINATES
.,

[Stations and ordinates in percent of wing chord]

Station

o
1.25

2.5

5

7’.!5

10

15

20

25

3i)

40

50

60

70

eO

50

95

1
i
i
i
i
I
I
i
I
I

NACA 23012 I XJACA 23012-64
—- -.— —... .

u~Fer
surface----- .

---------

2.67

3.61
“.

4.51

5.80

3.43

7.19

7.50

7.60

7.55

7.14

6.41

5.47

4.36

3.08

1.68

.92

.13

~o~er ;“ UFF er
e’lrface I surface-. - “-~

.--- ----- .---- -----

-1.23

-1.71

-2.25

-2.61

-2.92

-3.50

-3.57

:4.28

.-4.46

-4.48

-4.17

-3.67

-3.0(2

-2.16

-1.23

-.70

-.13

i
2.53

i
!.
I

3.41

4.59

5.41

i5.c!3

6.70

7.04

7.23.
.

7.37

7.32

6.93

6.21

5.17

3.78

2.09

1.15 I

.12

Lower
enrface

o
-1.20

-i.61

-2.00

-2.27

-2.50

-3.02

-3.55

-3.96

-4.29

-4.66

-4.70

-4.42

-3.’79

-2.86

-1.63

-.50

-.12
I
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Figure 2,- Comparison of results from the 8-foot high-speed and
variable-density wind-tunnels to show magnitude of

interference effect due to end leakage in 8-foot high-speed tunnel.
M, 0.23 ;R , 3.150,000. NACA 23012 airfoil.

“

Figure 1.- The 24-inch NACA 23012-64 airfoil mounted in the
8-foot high-speed wind tunnel.
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(a)NACA 2301
airfoil.

(b) NACA 2301
airfoil.

Figure 3.-

Variation
with
Mach
number
of
drag
coefficient.
Arrowheads
show
predicted
critical
Mach
numbers.
24-inch-
chord
models.
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(a)lfACA25012alrfoil. (b)!lACA23012-64airfoil.

Fi@re 4.-Variatkm with koh number of the lift o.eeffioient. 24-hh-ohord motlelsoxoept
ao noted.
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